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Few MVPDs Are Part of  
Apple’s Single Sign-On Mix
Apple introduced a beta form of its new single sign-on for Apple TV (tvOS 
10.1) and iOS (10.2) and it’s getting underway with underwhelming initial 
support from MVPDs.

According to outlets such as Apple Insider and MacRumors, just four 
MVPDs (or three, depending on whether you count Sling TV separately from Dish Network) are sup-
porting Apple’s SSO implementation out of the chute: Sling TV, Dish, GVTC Communications, and 
Hotwire. Apple tells users to sign in directly from the app if their MVPD isn’t on the list. 

DirecTV is expected to joining that list soon. Last month, Apple said its new SSO capability would 
be extended to DirecTV and Dish Network subscribers in December.

Apple hasn’t announced other MVPDs that will support the SSO feature, but more are expected 
to come on board in the weeks to come following its commercial rollout.

Apple is launching the function as it gets ready to deploy a new “TV” app later this year that 
aims to unify access to TV shows and movies from individual apps. But, like the early iteration SSO 
feature, it’s falling short of true unification as it won’t initially support video apps from major streaming 
players like Netflix and Amazon.

For more of this blog, please visit multichannel.com/Nov14.

BLOG: PICTURE THIS 

Jeff Baumgartner

“Is the  
market big enough 

for all these 
services? The 
answer is no.” 

—Dan Rayburn, executive VP for Streaming-
Media.com and a Frost & Sullivan analyst, 
to Bloomberg in a report about an expand-
ing virtual MVPD market in which Sling TV 

and PlayStation Vue will be contending soon 
with DirecTV Now and a new multichannel 

service from Hulu, as well as expected 
future launches from companies such as 

YouTube, Amazon and maybe Apple. 

NUMBER

$32.7 
billion

U.S. digital advertising 
revenue for the first half of 
2016, which was up 19% 
from the record set during 
the same period in 2015, 

according to the Interactive 
Advertising Bureau’s look 
across categories such as 
search, lead generation, 

mobile and display. IAB said 
mobile ad revenue surged 

89%, to $15.5 billion. Digital 
video advertising, including 
mobile and desktop, rose 

51% to $3.9 billion. 
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VIDEOPHILE 
VR REVENUE  
EXPECTED 
TO REV UP 
Total U.S. virtual reality annual reve-
nues will reach $38 billion in 2026, 
Greenlight Insights found in a forecast 
that borders on bullish. 

Greenlight, in its Virtual Reality 
Industry Report: Fall 2016, is also pre-
dicting that VR hardware—head-mount-
ed displays, VR cameras, etc.—will 
represent 61% of total VR industry revenues by then. Within that grouping, the 360-degree spherical 
camera sector will see revenues approach $4.6 billion by 2026. Though VR cameras represent less 
than 1% of the market today, it will rise to 12% of VR industry revenue by 2026, the study found. 

The forecast also sees VR being dominated by consumer spending on gaming until 2020. Howev-
er, the $1.4 billion generated by consumer-related VR experiences will be surpassed by that time by 
enterprise experiences, driven by workforce training, the study noted. 

TECH TWEETS
“Wow, TiVo is so bad at this Web stuff.” 
—Dave Zatz (@davezatz), tech blogger, pointing to information hiding out in 
plain sight on the Internet about “Mavrik,” a yet-to-be announced cloud DVR/
over-the-air streaming device seemingly targeted to cord-cutters. 
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